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Job Title: Intern Procurement Solutions (m/f/d)
XXX

HRS AS A COMPANY
HRS reinvents how businesses WORK, STAY AND PAY. Counting more than 5.000 corporations and 40%
of Fortune 500 companies in our customer base, HRS has emerged to the most trusted platform of digital
software solutions in business travel hospitality worldwide.
The HRS platform is composed of three engines that each optimize one core building block along the
corporate hospitality supply chain: Intelligent Procurement, Smart Booking and Invisible Payment. Through the
integration of those engines into one large data-driven platform approach, our Lodging-as-a-Service value
proposition enhances satisfaction of corporate employees and travelers, delivers the highest grade of process
automation for corporate stakeholders and ensures strongest compliance end-to-end.

POSITION
We are looking for a Shanghai based Intern Procurement Solutions China (m/f) who will support our
Procurement Solutions team.

CHALLENGE
Support our Procurement Solutions team in a current project
Provide assistance including but not limit for data matching and cleaning, data uploading and
preliminary quality checking
Process incoming correspondence in both Chinese and English

FOR THIS EXCITING MISSION YOU ARE EQUIPPED WITH...
Student, preferably in the field of digital marketing or data analytics
Passion for customer support in online business/eCommerce
Initiative, result-orientation as well as flexibility
Ability to work independently, reliably, diligently and well structured
Good command of English, both spoken and written

PERSPECTIVE
Access to a global network of a globally united and mutually responsible “Tribe of Intrapreneurs” that is
passionately dedicated to renew the travel industry and while doing so reinvent the ways how businesses stay,
work and pay.
Our entrepreneurial driven environment of full ownership and execution focus offers you the playground to
contribute to a greater mission, while growing personally and professionally throughout this unique journey.
You will continuously learn from a radical culture of retrospectives and continuous improvement and actively
contribute to making business life better, smarter and more sustainable.

LOCATION, MOBILITY, INCENTIVE
The attractive remuneration is in line with the market and, in addition to a fixed monthly salary, all necessary
work equipment and mobility, will also include an annual or multi-year bonus.
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